
High-level forecourt 
protection

THE FUEL MANAGEMENT SPECIALISTS



Expert monitoring,
from expert analysts
Fairbanks’ analyst service is designed to help fuel retailers lower operational costs 
and improve profit margins, whilst offering environmental protection to keep you 
legally compliant and give you peace of mind.
 
Our analysis centre is the largest in the world, monitoring millions of litres of fuel everyday. We 
have in excess of 100 analysts identifying issues of concern, such as tank, line, offset fill or pump 
leaks, meter calibrations, short deliveries and blocked filters. They then manage any subsequent 
investigations to pinpoint the source and find the quickest possible solution, thus reducing the 
potential for fuel loss incidents. 

Reduce fuel loss

Lower operational costs

Improve margins

Real-time analysis

Support and advice
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Expert monitoring,
from expert analysts

Evaporation and spillages

Theft

Fraud

Meter drift

Temperature

Leaks

Water ingress

Delivery shortages

Experience 
the benefits

Issues which 
can be identified

Real-time 
analysis

Quickly pinpoints the source of fuel loss

Remote tank recalibration services

Real-time alarm notifications

Instant fuel theft alerts

Comprehensive investigations led by a dedicated analyst

Intelligent reporting

Identifies under and over dispensing nozzles

Highlights slow-flowing nozzles

Fairbanks’ real-time analysis provides customers 
with the highest level of forecourt protection. 
Through the installation of the ibank (as hardware 
or software), data is sent directly to our analysis 
centre for evaluation by our specialists. Because 
the data is transmitted to us in real-time, even the 
smallest of losses can be picked up quickly, before 
it becomes an issue. What’s more, the automatic 
reconciliation of gauge and transactional data 
means that we are able to pinpoint the exact 
source of loss without entering into lengthy 
equipment isolation processes, which can have a 
negative financial impact upon your fuel business.



Reports that make a difference

Reduce fuel loss  |  Lower operational costs  |   Improve margins
Real-time analysis  |  Support and advice

We believe in communication

Collect. Process. Relay.

As a subscriber to our analyst service, you will have 
access to many bespoke, standard and ad hoc reports, 
including the following:

All of our analysts work closely with the sites that they 
monitor to eliminate the chance of any issues occuring. 
In the event of an incident, they will follow a standard 
process.

Fairbanks has a number of methods of collecting, processing and relaying sales and inventory data in real-time to the Fairbanks cloud, which 
customers can access to review reports and alarms. 

Daily Reconciliation

Contact the site

Period Summary

Ask any necessary questions to 
eliminate the least likely causes

Tank Criticality

Potential Lost Sales

Open an investigation in the Fairbanks system

Monthly SIR

Perform follow-up diagnostics

Guide the site through each step of the 
process to reach a conclusion

Pump Out-Of-Use

Flow Rate

Potential Overfill

Stock Holding
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Alternatively, the Fairbanks ‘on-board’ function facilitates the collection of data directly from the ATG, POS or site controller, once enabled 
by Fairbanks.

The ibank is available as a small, self-contained hardware module, linked to your ATG, POS or site controller, or as a software module, 
installed on your back-office PC. 


